EndNote – Manual reference entry examples

Journal article
Example of a journal article reference

Author of article: Muijres, Florian T
Year: 2014
Title: Bird flight: fly with a little flap from your friends
Journal: Nature
Vol: 505
Issue: 16 January
Pages: 295–296
DOI: 10.1038/505295a

Book
Example of a book reference with multiple authors

Author: Harris, Charles E
Pritchard, Michael S
Rabins, Michael J
Year: 2005
Title: Engineering ethics: concepts and cases
Place of Publication: Southbank, Vic
Publisher: Thomson Wadsworth
Edition: 3

Book section (chapter)
Example of a book chapter reference

Chapter details
Author: Maner, Walter
Chapter title: Unique Ethical Problems in Information Technology
Keywords: Electronic data processing–Moral and ethical aspects

Book details
Year of publication: 2004
Editors: Terrell Ward Bynum and Simon Rogerson
Title: Computer ethics and professional responsibility
Pages: 137-152
Place of Publication: Malden, Oxford
Publisher: Blackwell
Webpage
Example of a webpage with a corporate or institutional author

Author: University of Adelaide University Libraries,
Year of publication: 2015
Title: EndNote: Home
Place of Publication: Adelaide, SA
Publisher: University of Adelaide
Access Date: 26 January 2015
URL: http://libguides.adelaide.edu.au/endnote

Conference paper
Example of a conference paper with three authors

Author: Larmour, I A
       Faulds, K
       Graham, D
Year of publication: 2010
Title: Raman Microspectroscopy Mapping of Chocolate
Conference Name: Xxii International Conference on Raman Spectroscopy
Conference location: Melville
Date of conference: 8-13 August
Pages: 758-759

Report
Example of a government report

Authors: Bradley, Denise
         Noonan, Peter
         Nugent, Helen
         Scales, Bill
Year: 2008
Title: Review of Australian higher education: final report [Bradley review]
Place Published: Canberra, ACT
Institution: Department of Employment, Education and Workplace Relations
Publisher: Commonwealth of Australia,
Place of Publication: Canberra, ACT

Corporate author – put a comma after the end of the corporate author name
Separate initials with a space or else EndNote will think it is a given name, eg Ia
Corporate publisher – put a comma after the end of the publisher name